Meet the Buyer: SouthCoast Wind

Scope of Work Needs

**Wind Turbine Generators (WTG):**
- Marshalling harbor equipment
  - Heavy lift cranes, crawler cranes, & modular transport
  - Forklifts and trucks
  - Foundations for WTG storage and tower pre-assembly
- Installation equipment
  - Blade racks
  - Lifting appliances, rigging and slings
  - Sea fastenings
- Vessels for
  - Installation – feeder barges and tugs
  - Commissioning – SOV and CTVs
  - Crew transport – SOV, CTVs and/or helicopters
  - Site access control – guard vessel(s)
- Manpower for marshalling hub and offshore operations
- Bunkering
- Pile driving noise attenuation / monitoring

**Offshore Export Cables & Inter-Array Cables (OEC/IAC):**
- Subsea Surveys (pre- and post-lay surveys, surveys at crossings)
- Supply of Concrete Mattresses for subsea cable protection
- Fabrication of turntables (steel, painted) and foundations for spare cable storage

**Onshore Works:**
- Onshore surveys (ALTA/land surveys, utility, topography, environmental, geotechnical/geophysical)
- Traffic management plans
- Civil engineering and construction services with experience in the utility sector

**Geophysical and Geotechnical (G&G) Surveys:**
- Protected Species Observation
- Unexploded ordinance (UXO) surveys / clearance
- Shallow water surveys (Environmental, Geophysical, and Geotechnical)
- Scouting vessels
- Onboard Fisheries Reps